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ABSTRACT 
AN INVESTIGATION OF SOME FACTORS AFFECTING 
THE HAND QUALITY PICKING OF SMALL OBJECTS 
(81) 
By: William W. Calhoun 
Thesis Advisor: Dr. J. J. Moder, Jr. 
In the food processing industry, there is a large 
annual labor expense that is incurred because of the 
necessity of hand quality picking of small objects. The 
nut and coffee processors especially are faced with this 
problem, but as yet no scientific basis has been established 
that will allow decisions to be made with any degree of 
certainty when an attempt is made to minimize the cost of 
quality picking. 
The purpose of this thesis was to investigate the 
effects of the following independent variables on the pick­
ing rate and the quality of the pickouts in the operation 












Damage - Density. 
Belt Loading. 
Replications. 
v i i 
A picking table was constructed and lo ts of objects 
to be picked were prepared using Great Northern beans. Four 
female operators were selected on the basis of the i r ex­
perience i n hand qual i ty picking (at least f i v e yea rs ) . 
Data were col lected during the conduct of a f a c t o r i a l l y 
designed experiment that was performed in a storage room of 
the plant i n which the operators worked. The data were 
analyzed by means of the conventional analysis of var iance. 
A l l of the independent var iab les were considered as Model I 
( f ixed leve l ) var iab le In th is ana lys i s . An increment i n 
prof ic iency between runs, ordered i n time, precluded the 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of rep l ica t ions as exact ly a Model I or 
Model I I va r iab le , thus placing a l imi ta t ion on the In ter ­
pretation of the interact ions of those var iables not com­
plete ly randomized in the experiment (belt speed, bel t 
loading, damage - density, and rep l i ca t ion ) • 
The resu l ts of the analys is of variance indicated 
that a l l of the independent var iables that were i nves t i ­
gated affected both of the dependent var iab les as a main 
effect or as an interact ion with one or more of the indepen­
dent va r iab les . 
The fol lowing conclusions were reached: 
1. Operators demonstrated s t a t i s t i c a l l y s ign i f i can t 
differences i n both picking ra te and qua l i ty of p ick ing. 
2. The use of a low bel t loading with the operator 
stationed at the side of the picking table, and using a 
v i i i 
method in which the defective objects are tossed aside as 
they are grasped, produced a higher picking rate and fewer 
good objects i n the pickouts. 
In view of the resu l t s and conclusions, i t was r e ­
commended that further experimentation be done using 
operators selected at random. I t was a lso recommended that 
the operators be given su f f i c ien t t ra in ing to allow them to 
reach the f l a t port ion of the i r ind iv idual learning curves 
to prevent prof ic iency increments between runs, ordered i n 
time. The invest igat ion of low bel t loadings, a wider 
range of be l t speeds, lower damage - density l e v e l s , longer 




Importance of the Problem.—In the food processing industry, 
there is a large annual labor expense that is incurred be­
cause of the necessity of hand quality picking of small 
objects. The peanut and coffee processors especially are 
faced with this problem daily, but as yet no scientific 
basis has been established that will allow decisions to be 
made with any degree of certainty when an attempt is made 
to minimize the cost of quality picking. 
A recent study has revealed that "quality picking 
accounts for approximately one-half of the total labor 
costs and about one-fifth of the total processing costs 
In shelling farmers' stock peanuts"(1}. The United States 
Department of Agriculture reports that the 1952 peanut 
crop in this country was approximately 625,478 tons (2). 
Of this amount and stocks on hand, approximately 313,341 
tons were milled for the edible trade market and as a re­
sult, had to be quality picked almost entirely by hand (3). 
Recent investigation has shown that it costs about 
seven dollars to pick out one per cent of damaged peanuts, 
farmers' stock basis, from one ton of Spanish peanuts (4). 
The same investigation found that due to the difference in 
size and weight of Runner and Spanish peanuts, it would cost 
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about five dollars to remove one per cent of damaged peanuts, 
farmers 1 stock basis, from one ton of Runner peanuts (5). 
It is evident then that a large amount of money is 
spent each year on the hand quality picking of Georgia»s 
peanut crop alone. The same type of analysis applied to 
all the products that have to be hand quality picked will 
show that this is a problem that merits considerable study 
and that it provides an opportunity to effect large labor 
savings. 
An extensive study of a closely allied operation was 
made in California by Malcom and DeGarmo (6). This study 
was of the grading operation encountered in the processing 
for market of citrus fruits, potatoes, etc. Although the 
objects were no smaller than a lemon, some of their results 
may be used as a guide to the study of hand quality picking 
of small objects. 
The operation of hand quality picking is briefly 
this: the objects to be picked are presented to the operator's 
view and brought within his reach by means of a moving belt. 
As the objects move within the operator's reach, he picks 
out the defective ones and places them aside. 
A first consideration may indicate that the operation 
could be treated adequately by a motion and time study but 
Malcom and DeGarmo raised valid objections to this method of 
handling the problem. 
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Usual work measurement methods such as motion and 
time study are of questionable value in determining 
labor requirements for grading as the operation is 
currently performed. There are two major reasons 
why such measurement would be difficult. First, the 
task is not standardized; defective specimens usually 
are randomly spaced and are haphazardly presented to 
the Inspector's visual field. Second, and perhaps 
more Important, the measurement of visual - reaction -
decision time on the part of an inspector would be 
difficult, if not Impossible, by the method suggested 
because grading involves subjective, internal work 
that is not observable by outward physical indicators. 
Therefore, Individual time standards for grading would 
be difficult to determine because the grading job 
itself cannot be defined in terms that are completely 
observable and hence measurable in units of time (7). 
The next most logical approach then indicates a 
closely controlled experiment or series of experiments to 
determine the significant factors involved in the operation 
and after these factors have been found, establish an 
optimum operating range for the factors that can be profitably 
controlled. 
Investigations of several of these factors have been 
made; they will be considered separately. 
Operator's Visual Impression and Reaction Time.--Since the 
operator must first decide upon which of the objects should 
be picked out, the time for a visual impression to form must 
be considered for It will affect the picking rate. Tests 
have shown that the shortest time possible for a person to 
see an object and get an adequate visual impression of it 
ranges from 0.07 second to 0.30 second, the average being 
0.17 second. It was not made clear whether these times in­
cluded an element used by the subject in reacting to the 
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impression or if impression time had been isolated in some 
manner (8). This is very close to the visual impression and 
reaction times found by eight different researchers. Their 
results ranged from 0.151 second to 0.225 second, the average 
being 0.19 second. However, these results have in them an 
element of time that was consumed by a muscular action such 
as pressing a button to signify that a visual impression had 
been formed ( 9 ) . The exact magnitude of the visual impression 
and reaction time is not of primary Interest in a study of 
hand quality picking and, although Important, is beyond the 
scope of this investigation. Nevertheless, evidence of 
the existence of a minimum visual impression and reaction 
time indicates that there will be a maximum picking rate for 
each operator which normally may not be exceeded. 
Illumination of the Work Place.--Illumination of the work 
place will affect the operation in three ways. First, in­
sufficient illumination will contribute to operator fatigue 
and could result in a decrease in work output. Second, 
there is a relationship between intensity of illumination 
and visual Impression time. Luckiesh (10) has found that If 
an object of fifty per cent contrast (reflects twice as much 
light as its background) can just be seen under a certain 
intensity of illumination when the time available for obser­
vation is 0.30 second, the intensity of illumination must be 
trebled if the object is to be visible when the observation 
time is reduced to 0.07 second. Third, the quality of the 
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finished product will be affected by the light intensity. 
It is highly probable that insufficient illumination will 
cause more damaged objects to pass the operator and con­
sequently reduce the quality of the outgoing product. 
For best results in this type of work, an illumination 
level between 30 and 100 foot candles is recommended by 
Marks (11), the average being 65 foot candles. 
Per Cent Defective Objects.—Per cent defective objects 
refers to the relative number of defective objects in the 
total number of objects. An experiment conducted at the 
Georgia Institute of Technology in 1953 indicated that this 
factor significantly affected the picking rate at the 5.0 
per cent significance l e v e l 1 and that significant inter­
actions existed between this factor and the operator at the 
2.5 per cent significance level (12). The results of this 
experiment showed that as the per cent defective objects 
increased the picking rate also increased. However, the 
increase in picking rate was not the same for each operator. 
A likely reason for the increase in picking rate Is that 
as more defective objects are presented to the operator, the 
operator spends less time in searching for an object to pick 
out, and more time In the actual picking. 
"'"This significance level will result in the proba­
bility of reporting a significant difference, when actually 
none exists, of less than 0.05. 
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Operator Position.--In the peanut processing industry today 
there are two operator positions in general use. Most 
common Is the one in which the operators are stationed on 
both sides of a moving belt. The other requires the operator 
to be stationed at the end of the moving belt, thereby allow­
ing the belt to move directly toward him (13). These two 
positions seem to be the most natural for the operator. Any 
other position would be awkward, and would perhaps accelerate 
fatigue. Malcom and DeGarmo (14) found that of these two 
positions, the second, which requires that the operator stand 
at the end of the belt, produced the best results in grading 
operations. Results In agreement with this finding were ob­
tained by Moder and Dwyer (15) in a study of the quality pick­
ing of shelled peanuts. Direct substantiation was not 
achieved in these tests, however, since they incorporated a 
method change along with the position change. However, 
Barnes (16) has shown that the best method of visually con­
trolled hand movement involves a movement along the line 
formed between the worker's eyes and a distant object when 
the worker is looking straight ahead. A displacement from 
this line makes the movement go slower as the displacement 
becomes larger. There Is some evidence that the actual 
Identification of the objects to be picked out is easier if 
the operator is stationed at the side of the belt Instead of 
at the end. Kephart and Besnard (17) found indications 
"that the discrimination of moving objects is a much easier 
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task when these objects are viewed from the side than when 
they are viewed from the end, or coming toward the subject." 
In the case of quality picking objects that have dif­
ferent types of damage in them, Moder (18) points out that 
the side position, which utilizes a number of workers at 
each table, does have a practical advantage over the end 
position, which has just one worker per table. With the 
former method the more talented operators can be trained to 
pick out less easily recognizable types of damages. Thus 
by assigning one or more such operators to each side of each 
table, a superior product can be obtained. 
Method of Picking.--Two methods of picking have been part­
ially investigated. Either method may be used in either of 
the positions previously described. The one most prevalent 
in the peanut industry today consists of picking up damaged 
objects with both hands, palming them, and waiting until the 
hand Is full before placing them aside. This is termed the 
"roll" method. 
In the second method the operator picks out the 
damaged objects with both hands and immediately throws them 
aside to receptacles on either side of the belt. The objects 
are not retained in the hands, which explains the name "pick 
and throw" given to this method. A change from the "roll" 
to the "pick and throw" method, accompanied by a change In 
operator position, increased the picking effectiveness ap­
proximately 17 per cent in one instance, but it is not evident 
whether the increase was due to the method, position change, 
or both (19). 
Kovac (20) investigated the effects of method on the 
picking rate at three different belt speeds* He found that 
for all three belt speeds, the use of the "pick and throw" 
method provided a better picking rate than did the use of 
the "roll" method. It is probably safe to assume that there 
is a significant difference In the effects of these two 
methods, but how much difference and under what conditions 
these differences may exist cannot be approximated with any 
degree of accuracy by using the results of research done to 
date. 
Belt Speed.—The belt speed does not seem to affect the 
picking rate In the range of 16 to 60 feet per minute if 
the damage content is kept constant and if sufficient ob­
jects are delivered to the operator to keep him busy (21). 
Speeds above and below this range have not been investigated 
however, and nothing can be said about their possible effect 
on the picking rate. 
Density of Objects on the Belt.--It is possible to regulate 
both the number of objects that fall on the belt per unit 
of time and the speed of the belt. This gives rise to two 
important questions concerning (a) the number of objects 
presented to the operator per unit of time, and (b) the 
spacing of the objects relative to each other. The density, 
or number of objects per unit of area, will furnish a 
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convenient answer to both questions when used with the belt 
speed. 
Density is normally expressed as a per cent, and is 
arrived at by observing the number of objects per unit of 
belt area, and comparing that with what has been established 
as 100 per cent density. The datum, or 100 per cent density, 
may be arbitrarily set at any reasonable figure. However the 
usual method is to define 100 per cent density as the number 
of objects per unit of belt area, when sufficient objects 
have been placed on the belt so that there is room for no 
more without having some objects rest on top of others. 
Bruckner, et. al. (22), disclosed that density signifi­
cantly affected the picking rate at the 5.0 per cent signifi­
cance level, and that there was a significant Interaction 
between the operator and density. This means that all of 
the operator's picking rates were affected by changes in 
density, but that the effect was more pronounced for some 
operators than others. This study was limited by the fact 
that only operator, belt speed, and density were considered 
as variables. Therefore, these findings may or may not be 
valid when more variables are considered. 
Work - Surface H e i g h t . — T h e height of the surface of the belt 
measured, from some reference point on the operator, should 
have an effect on the picking rate unless the picking opera­
tion differs greatly from other operations requiring dexterity 
and manipulative skill. 
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Barnes (23) recommends that the work-surface should 
be from one to three Inches below the elbow of the worker for 
best results In assembly operations. However, there is no 
indication as to the origin of these figures, or what they 
are based upon. Ellis (24) attempted to determine the best 
work-surface height for manipulative operations, and came to 
the conclusion that for maximum performance and minimum 
strain to the operator, a height approximately three inches 
below the operator's elbow gave the best results when the 
arms hung naturally at the subject's side. The task that 
this conclusion is based upon lasted for only a short while, 
with rest periods between repetitions of the task. There­
fore, it cannot be definitely said that a point three 
inches below the operator's elbow marks the best work-surface 
height for a sustained operation such as hand quality pick­
ing. Nevertheless, the conditions under which Ellis' study 
was made very closely approximate the conditions encounter­
ed in quality picking. 
Operator Fatigue.—The literature includes no record of any 
work being done to study fatigue effects in this particular 
operation. However, Viteles made the following observation 
about fatigue effects in this general area-
When the work involves merely strenuous muscular 
exertion, there may be noted a rapid and early rise 
in the work curve to a maximum, followed by a fairly 
definite fall during the morning spell. After lunch 
there is a fair recovery, succeeded by a progressive, 
well-marked fall throughout the afternoon. When the 
work is characterized by skill and dexterity, there 
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Is a slower, more gradual rise to the maximum, followed 
by a less obvious fall during the morning, a less com­
plete recovery after lunch, and a much smaller drop at 
the close of the afternoon (25)• 
It is felt that with proper working conditions, the effects 
of fatigue on hand quality picking will be small, though 
not negligible. 
Discussion.—All of the work done in the specific area of 
the hand quality picking problem has one shortcoming. Most 
of it represents a compromise between the classical "one 
variable at a time" method of experimenting and modern 
methods using efficient, statistically designed, experiments. 
This Is not meant as a blanket criticism and indictment of 
this work. The work was good and served the purpose that it 
was meant to serve. However, it has very serious limitations 
when applied to the many varying conditions that are encount­
ered in the area of hand quality picking of small objects. 
In trying to generalize principles to be followed, extreme 
caution should be employed when the results of the afore­
mentioned work are used as guides. 
A study is needed to determine the significant factors 
affecting hand quality picking. In such a study, it should 
be remembered that in the final analysis, an attempt should 
be made to establish guides for use In minimizing the cost 
of the operation. The conduct of the experimental work and 
the analysis of the data will determine the utility of the 
whole study. 
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A final word of caution: Chapanls (26) tells of an 
interesting phenomenon associated with the now famous 
Hawthorne experiments. He reminds us that "anything the ex­
perimenter did resulted in more production. It is this kind 
of evidence that should make us very skeptical about most 
factory experiments." It is wise counsel to remember this 









4. Belt speed. 
5. Damage - Density. 
6. Belt loading. 
7. Replication. 
on the: 
1. Picking rate. 
2. Per cent of good objects in the 
pickouts. 
in the operation of hand quality picking of small objects. 
The method used in the study was to offer the null 
hypotheses that each of the above named independent variables 
had no effect on the picking rate or the per cent of good 
objects in the pickouts. Then, statistical analysis of a 
factorial experiment was employed to determine if there 




A detailed account of the construction and cal­
ibration of the apparatus and the preparation of each 
of the lots of objects is furnished in Appendix I. 
Picking Table 
In order to control all of the variables under in­
vestigation, a special picking table was constructed con­
sisting of the following four main parts. 
Frame .--A frame was made of galvanized iron pipe to support 
the rest of the picking table. The details of the frame 
construction may be seen in Fig. 1, Appendix I. 
Belt Carrier.--The belt carrier was made to form a means 
of presenting the objects to the operator, and to form a 
steady base for the working surface (See Fig. 1, Appendix I ) . 
Hopper and Feed Control.--A reservoir for the objects and a 
means of feeding the objects onto the belt was constructed 
and mounted on the belt carrier (See Figs. 1, 2, and 3, 
Appendix I ) . 
D r i v e . — A variable speed fluid coupling that was belted to 
an electric motor was used to furnish the power to drive 
the belt (See Fig. 1, Appendix I ) . 
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Objects 
Great northern beans were used as objects- To 
represent defective objects, a number of these beans were 
dyed red and mixed with the undyed beans. Although the 
red beans were not exactly the same color as are defective 
peanuts, it is reasonable to assume that the problems of 
recognition of a defective object are approximately the 




Variables Studied*—The following variables were studied 
at the indicated levels: 
1. Operator.—Four 
2. Method.---Two 
Method 1 . — T h e "roll" method. 
Method 2.--The "pick and throw" method. 
3. Position.—Two 
Position 1.—Operator at side of belt 
with belt moving from operator's left 
to right. 
Position 2.—Operator at end of belt 
with belt moving toward the operator. 
4. Belt S p e e d . — T w o 
Speed 1 . — 1 5 feet per minute. 
Speed 2 . — 3 0 feet per minute. 
5. Damage - Density.—Two 
This variable is the product of the belt 
density and the damage content which gives 
the number of defective objects per linear 
foot of belt. Although five belt densities 
and three damage contents were used, examina­
tion of the following tabular presentation 
shows that only two damage - densities were 
investigated. This was due to the method in 
which the belt densities and damage contents 
were combined. 
Damage - Density 1. 











Damage - Density 2 . 










6. Eelt Loading.—Three 
This i s a re la t i ve var iable and must be de­
f ined i n re la t i ve terms. Considering the 
damage - density above each w i l l have three 
belt loadings associated with i t for the 
density i s a measure of the belt loading. 
Select ion of Operators.—The operators studied were selected 
on the basis of the i r experience with the operation of hand 
qual i ty p ick ing. They were a l l white females, approximately 
45 years o ld , with at least f i ve years experience in hand 
qual i ty p ick ing. A l l wore g lasses, and worked an eight hour 
day that began at 7:30 A.M. At 9 :45 A.M. they had a 15 
minute break. Lunch was from 11:45 A.M. to 12:15 P.M. with 
another 15 minute break at 2:45 P.M. They were on a straight 
hourly wage payment system. 
Each operator was to ld the purpose of the experiment 
and any questions that they had were answered. They were 
also asked not to work any faster than the i r normal pace, 
since th is was not a speed contest. No change of pace was 
noted by the observer during the experiment. The foreman 




7 . Replication.--Two 
The complete experiment was run twice. 
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also observed each operator many times, and noted no pace 
changes in any of the operators. Each operator showed a 
very he lp fu l att i tude and seemed to be eager to cooperate 
i n every way. 
Before the actual experiment, each operator was given 
a 1-J- hour t ra in ing session at the picking bel t to al low her 
to become fami l ia r with the dif ferent methods, posi t ions, 
belt speeds, damage - dens i t ies , and belt loadings. I n th is 
t ra in ing sess ion, each operator completed 40 runs, each of 
two minutes durat ion. The conditions of these runs were 
arranged so that each of the methods, posi t ions, damage -
dens i t ies , and bel t speeds was used during 20 of the runs. 
Thirteen of the runs were made with the low belt loading, 
13 were made with the medium belt loading, and 14 were made 
with the high belt loading. 
General Conditions.—The experiment was conducted i n a 
storage room of the plant i n which the operators worked. 
The room was wel l vent i la ted, adequately l ighted and stayed 
at a comfortable temperature and humidity throughout the ex­
periment, k l igh t f i x tu re that provided i l luminat ion of 75 
foot candles at the working surface was suspended over the 
picking tab le . 
Conduct of the Experiment.—The experimental plan was pre­
pared pr ior to the actual conduct of the experiment. I n an 
experiment of th is nature there i s always the poss i b i l i t y 
that some factors that have not been considered w i l l 
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introduce bias into the r esu l t s . One of these factors i s 
almost invar iab ly the learning process that each of the 
subjects experience as the experiment progresses. To d is ­
perse the possible effects of these fac to rs , an experiment 
should be conducted i n a completely random manner, i . e . , the 
previously assigned leve ls of each independent var iab le 
should be randomly chosen for the f i r s t and a l l succeeding 
runs. Of course, in a f ac to r i a l experiment where observa­
t ions are made for a l l possible combinations of the assigned 
leve ls of the independent var iab les , each choice that i s 
made eliminates one combination of leve ls from the subse­
quent choices. However, since there were p rac t i ca l l im i ta ­
t ions on the a v a i l a b i l i t y of the operators, and the time 
avai lab le i n which to gather the data, complete randomiza­
t ion was sac r i f i ced to the fol lowing extent: 
Each operator completed a rep l i ca t ion before the 
next operator was used. The four combinations of method 
and posi t ion were used before the machine was set at a 
di f ferent belt speed, loading, and damage - density. Each 
of the combinations of bel t speed, damage - density, and 
loading was assigned a sequence from a table of random 
numbers. Each of the method and posi t ion combinations was 
assigned a sequence within the other combination from a 
table of random numbers. This procedure was repeated for 
each operator and each rep l i ca t i on . For the second r e p l i ­
cat ion, the operators were assigned thei r sequence randomly. 
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At the beginning of each operator's par t ic ipat ion i n 
each rep l i ca t ion , a 15 minute period was devoted to pract ice 
I n both posi t ions, using both methods, at both belt speeds. 
A typ ica l run was conducted I n the fol lowing manner: 
F i r s t the belt speed, damage - density, and loading 
were se t . Then the operator was posit ioned at the 
bel t and given instruct ions in the method to be used. 
The machine was started and, on the s igna l "go" from 
the observer, the operator would begin p ick ing. After 
two minutes of p ick ing, the observer would say "stop" 
at which time the operator would cease p ick ing. The 
machine was stopped, the pickouts counted, and the 
to ta l number of pickouts, along with the number of 
white or "good" beans in the pickouts were recorded. 
During th is time, which averaged two minutes, the 
operator was allowed to s i t and re lax u n t i l i t was 
time for the next run . A l l runs that began with a 
fau l ty s tar t were halted and repeated. Since the 
majority of fau l ty s tar ts was caused by the opera­
t o r ' s use of the method not spec i f ied for the run, 
they did not occur frequent ly. The operator stood at 
the belt during the two minute runs. When the time 
came to change damage - density l e v e l s , the lo t of 
beans that had been in use was thoroughly mixed 
u n t i l the beans that had been removed from i t by 
picking were uniformly distr ibuted through i t . To 
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avoid the use of the wrong sample, each lo t was 
kept i n a separate container that was c lea r l y 
labeled. 
Data co l lec t ion covered a period from Monday morn­
ing through Thursday afternoon. Each operator completed a 
rep l ica t ion of 48 two-minute runs in one ha l f day. The 
time schedule fo r the experiment was as fo l lows: 
Repl icat ion 1 
Operator Time 
1 Monday morning 
2 Monday afternoon 
3 Tuesday morning 
4 Tuesday afternoon 
Repl icat ion 2 
Operator Time 
4 Wednesday morning 
2 Wednesday afternoon 
1 Thursday morning 
3 Thursday afternoon 
Each operator's performance of each rep l i ca t ion was 
completed in the same ha l f day that i t was begun and no 
operator's rep l i ca t ion was interrupted by a lunch period. 
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
The analys is of the data was broken into two parts 
corresponding to the dependent var iables that were measured; 
the total number of pickouts, and the per cent of good 
objects i n the pickouts. 
Total Number of Pickouts 
A check on the s t a b i l i t y of the operators was made by 
studying the ranges of the experimental resu l t s fo r the two 
rep l icat ions made by each operator on each set of operating 
conditions (independent va r i ab l es ) . This range, when t reat­
ed by s t a t i s t i c a l control chart techniques, showed excel lent 
control at about the same l eve l of v a r i a b i l i t y for each 
operator. Although the rep l ica t ions were not considered as 
a random var iab le In th is experiment due to possible learn­
ing e f fec ts , the control chart ana lys is of fers su f f i c ien t 
assurance that the experimental error variance i s 
homogeneous (a necessary assumption for the subsequent 
analys is of var iance) . 
I n the ana lys is , a l l of the independent var iables 
were treated as f i xed var iab les , referred to as Model I 
var iables i n s t a t i s t i c a l nomenclature used by Mood and 
Davies (29 and 3 0 ) . Only two of the var iables could possibly 
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have been treated as random, or Model I I , va r iab les : i . e . , 
the four operators and the two rep l i ca t ions . A considera­
t ion of the manner i n which operators and rep l ica t ions were 
chosen did not permit the designation of these factors as 
random va r iab les . The analys is was not carr ied past the 
point at which estimates of the mean squares of the second 
order interact ions were obtained. Consequently, a l l higher 
order interact ions appear as portions of the r e s i d u a l . For 
the mathematical model assumed here, the expected value of 
each mean square contains only the error variance plus the 
variance due to the factor or in teract ion i n question, and 
thus i s correct ly tested for s ign i f icance against the 
res idua l (31 and 3 2 ) . Since there are a to ta l of 63 main 
effects and interact ions to be tested for s ign i f i cance , the 
0.01 s igni f icance l eve l was considered necessary for re -
p 
ject ion of the nu l l hypotheses. 
The factors found to affect the picking rate are 
An increment in prof ic iency, that i s shown la ter i n 
th is thes is , between runs ordered i n time precludes c l a s s i ­
f i ca t i on of rep l ica t ions as exact ly a Model I or Model I I 
va r i ab le . I n th is ana lys is , i t w i l l be treated as a Model I 
va r iab le . This might cause estimates of interact ions to be 
erroneously s ign i f i cant I f the runs wi th in a rep l i ca t ion are 
not completely randomized; hence, th is imposes a l imi ta t ion 
on the v a l i d i t y of the resu l ts obtained with respect to the 
interact ions of those var iables not completely randomized 
(belt speed, bel t loading, damage - density, and rep l i ca ­
t ions) * 
g 
Select ion of th is s igni f icance l e v e l w i l l resu l t i n 
the probabi l i ty of report ing a s ign i f i cant di f ference, when 
actua l ly none e x i s t s , of less than 0.01. 
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given i n Table 1. The complete table of mean squares I s 
given i n Appendix I I I . 
Since a l l of the factors investigated were consider­
ed Model I va r iab les , each mean square was tested for 
s igni f icance against the res idua l mean square. 
Main Effects (See Tables 1 and 2) 
Examination of Table 1 shows that each of the main 
effects contributes a di f ferent amount to the to ta l v a r i ­
ance. The d iscussion of these ef fects w i l l be taken i n 
the order of decreasing importance. Dashes i n Table 2 i n ­
dicate that the factor was not s i gn i f i can t . 
Belt Loading.—The greatest s ingle improvement in the pick­
ing rate resul ted from a change of belt loading from the 
high to the low l e v e l . This change caused the picking rate 
to be increased by 17.8 per cent of the grand average pick­
ing r a t e . This might have been caused by operators spending 
a proportionately greater amount of the ava i lab le time i n 
grasping the objects as the bel t loading (number of objects 
on the be l t ) increased. The fol lowing reasons for th is 
might be given: f i r s t , with increasing be l t loading, the 
average distance from the defect ive object to the surround­
ing good objects w i l l decrease. This w i l l probably require 
that the operator's eyes not leave the defective object 
u n t i l i t has been grasped by the f i nge rs . This i s probably 
not the case with a low bel t loading, where the objects are 
Table 1. Signi f icant Factors Affect ing the Picking Rate 
Source of Sums of Degrees of Mean 
Variance Squares Freedom Squares 
0 36,221 3 12,074** 
M 24,162 1 24,162** 




R 1 17,200** 
OxM 11,972 3 3,991** 
OxP 3,651 3 1 ,217** 
OxS 14,035 3 4 ,678** 
OxD 4,644 3 1,548** 
OxL 16,014 6 2,669** 1,421** OxR 4,262 3 
MxP 1,873 1 1 ,873* 
MxS 3,432 1 3 ,432** 
SxD 2,511 1 2 ,511* * 
OxSxD 4,305 3 1 ,435** 
OxSxL 6,936 6 1,156** 
OxSxR 2,815 3 938* 
OxDxL 6,851 6 1,142** 
SxLxR 3,866 2 1 ,933** 
Residual 44,843 242 185 
Total 312,928 383 134,777 
* * Signi f icant at the 0.001 l e v e l . 
* S igni f icant at the 0.01 l e v e l . 
0 = Operator D m Damage - Density 
M = Method S « Belt Speed 
P = Posi t ion L = Belt Loading 
R a Repl icat ion 
Table 2, Signllieant toaln hf facts sr..; ; irst Order Interact i oris S-Xprpiaao us a pisr C«rjt oi' Orana Avurag** - 'iotal Pinkouta 
.•act or Opofator Posit Ion Method Density Halt Loading ;>it s >*«d Repllc at-. 1 on 
ES4 Roll M.?k and Tu.-ow Low Low •  11 in. Low H1 First S* :cnd 
0['Hr,ht̂ r- 1 107.2 110*4 104 .0 106.6 10 7. 7 110.9 103.3 : 1.1 loa.s 94.1 ll'.:.1 102.3 105.J 11] .1 
0>«ra.tor 2 99 . 3 90.7 lo'1 .e 99.0 99.5 10.3.9 97.5 06.-: 1 '0 . 9 r>6 if 102. 0 
Operator- Z- 93 .0 93.8 93.1 69.7 00.5 95.7 90 .2 101.9 91.1 35.9 90 • 1 fcV .0 
Oyorator 4 loo.c 99.3 101. 5 96.4 104.4 101.2 11C .0 07.6 »*» 97.7 103,2 99.8 101.7 
100 .0 9 5.6 104.1 101.2 9B.7 110 . £ V.7 .4 — 90. 7 105.4 
*->thod 1 
••oil — 95.4 96 .4 — ,3.5 
Method 2 Pick and 
tai> aw — 106*9 102.3 — lL"' . ' 
Spetvd 1 li I'.f.ir. — 105.4 98.? — 
Spsvd 2 SO f.p.'-'. — 99.3 39.2 — 
''rrfind Avt-rspe - -?G ,2 Picko-uts per Vliiuta factor- or Interim-1Ion No'. Significant 
I 
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r e l a t i ve l y distant from each other. With a low belt loading, 
the operator might begin the search for another defective 
object before the l as t object that was ident i f ied as de­
fec t ive had been grasped. Second, i t probably takes more 
time for the operator 's f ingers to grasp the object i f 
there are very many good objects near i t . There might be a 
subconscious attempt on the operator's part to move the 
f ingers with enough precis ion to grasp only the defective 
object and leave the good objects on the be l t . However, 
there i s no experimental evidence to confirm t h i s . 
Method.--Use of the "p ick and throw" method resul ted in a 
higher average picking rate than did the " r o l l " method. 
The difference between the two methods was 8.3 per cent of 
the grand average picking r a t e . A reason for th is super i ­
o r i ty of the "p ick and throw" method could be that the time 
spent i n tossing aside objects as they are picked up i s l ess 
than the time spent i n palming objects as i s done in the 
" r o l l " method. Also, reta in ing the objects i n thei r hands 
could cause operators to slow the i r paces to avoid dropping 
objects during the picking operation. 
Repl icat ions.--The average picking rate was better i n the 
second rep l i ca t ion than i n the f i r s t . This was probably 
caused by the operators becoming more prof ic ient at the task 
as the experiment progressed. The l i t e ra tu re does not r e ­
cord the learning time for th is operation but, evidently the 
time a l lo t ted for fami l ia r i za t ion was not su f f i c ien t to allow 
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the operators to reach a re la t i ve l y f l a t portion of the 
learning curve. 
Operators.—Signif icance of the mean square for operators 
shows that ind iv idual dif ferences existed between the 
operators. Table 2 indicates the re la t i ve rank of each 
operator. I t a lso shows that there was a difference of 
14.2 per cent i n the picking rates between the fastest and 
slowest operators. This points to the poss i b i l i t y of de­
v is ing test ing procedures that may be used I n the se lec t ion 
of persons fo r the job. 
Damage - Density.—The low damage - density l eve l produced 
a better average picking rate than did the high l e v e l . 
This i s contrary to what may be expected since i t would seem 
that as the re la t i ve number of defective objects increased, 
the picking rate should also increase. However, the bel t 
loadings were, on the average, 50 per cent lower for the low 
damage - density l e v e l . The strong effect of th is bel t 
loading overshadowed the effect of the rate at which damaged 
objects were presented to the operator. 
F i r s t Order Interact ions (See Tables 1 and 2) 
I n the subsequent discussion of in teract ions, the 
reader should r e c a l l the l imi ta t ion placed upon the i n -
terpretat ion of cer ta in in teract ions. The f i r s t order 
interact ions w i l l be discussed In descending order of the i r 
See footnote 1, page 23. 
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contr ibution to the to ta l var iance. Reference to Table 2. 
w i l l show the effect of each of these in terac t ions. Dashes 
i n Table 2 indicate that the interact ion was not s i gn i f i can t . 
Operators and Belt Speeds.—The operators reacted d i f fe rent ly 
to a change i n belt speed. For two operators, the low speed, 
15 f .p.m. was better and for the other two the high speed, 
30 f .p.m. was bet ter . Although the belt speed was not s i g ­
n i f i cant as a main ef fect , th i s in teract ion between the 
operators and the belt speeds points to the poss i b i l i t y of 
increasing the picking rate by grouping operators at picking 
bel ts according to their preference of belt speeds. This 
would of course require extensive test ing to determine the 
preferred be l t speed for each operator. 
Operators and Methods.--The "p ick and throw" method was 
better than the " r o l l " method for a l l operators. However, 
the Improvement var ied s ign i f i can t l y from one operator to 
another. 
Methods and Belt Speeds.—The "pick and throw" method was 
better at both of the belt speeds, however, the improvement 
was less at a belt speed of 15 f .p.m. than at 30 f .p.m. 
This interact ion i s important since higher belt speeds w i l l 
permit the use of lower belt loadings, a very important con­
s iderat ion since a low belt loading was the most important 
of the main e f fec ts . 
Operators and Belt Loadings.—All of the operators did better 
with the low bel t loading. However, as the belt loading 
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increased, the picking rates of the operators decreased by 
s ign i f i can t l y di f ferent amounts. This indicates that the 
increase I n d i f f i c u l t y of p icking up the defective objects 
was not the same for each operator. 
Belt Speeds and Damage - Densi t ies.--With the damage - density 
at the low l e v e l , a speed of 15 f .p.m. resul ted i n the best 
picking ra te . There was not much to choose from i n belt 
speeds when the damage - density was at the high l e v e l , how­
ever, since a be l t speed of 30 f .p.m. was only one per cent 
of the grand average picking rate better than a speed of 15 
f .p.m. I t appears then that a change in be l t speed has very 
l i t t l e af fect on the picking rate when the operators are 
confronted with objects with a higft damage - density l e v e l . 
Methods and Posit ions.—The increase in picking rate due to 
changing from the " r o l l * to the "pick and throw" method was 
more pronounced when the operators were picking from the side 
of the bel t than when they were picking from the end. This 
increase, though s l i gh t , i s encouraging since i t indicates 
that picking from the side of the be l t , which i s most de­
s i rab le from an operational standpoint, a lso resu l ts in a 
higher picking ra te . 
Operators and Damage - Densit ies.--Two operators performed 
better with the low damage - density while two performed 
better with the high damage - densi ty. This a lso points to 
the poss ib i l i t y of placing cer ta in operators at the end of 
the picking bel t where the damage leve l i s lower than at 
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the feed end of the be l t . 
Operators and Repl ica t ion .—Al l of the operators had higher 
picking rates in the second rep l i ca t i on . However, operators 
one and three showed larger increases than operators two and 
four. Evidently two of the operators learned the task at a 
faster rate than did the other two. Since no learning 
curves for th is task were found in the l i t e ra tu re , i t i s ob­
v iously impossible to say whether the f l a t port ion of the 
learning curve had been reached by any of the operators. I t 
i s possible that a l l of the operators were s t i l l learning at 
a r e l a t i ve l y rapid rate even at the end of the second r e p l i ­
cat ion. 
Operators and Posit ions.--Two operators had higher picking 
rates when at the side of the be l t , while two had higher 
picking rates at the end of the be l t . However, these ef fects 
were r e l a t i v e l y smal l , and would not warrant the use of both 
picking posit ions in one i n s t a l l a t i o n . 
Second Order Interact ions {See Tables 1 and 3) 
The second order, or three factor , interact ions that 
involve operators indicate that the operators reacted d i f ­
ferent ly with the combinations of the other two fac to rs . 
This only points to the accepted fact that persons are dif­
ferent i n the i r physiological and psychological composition, 
and consequently can be expected to react d i f fe rent ly to 
ident ica l condit ions. The only s ign i f i cant second order 
interact ion that did not involve operators was that between 
Tanl/ 7. Significant Second Order Interactions LX[;ru3sed 
fts a It;- Cent oi' the Grand Average - total Hckouts 
Da::*; 9 - L-«na i 1 j Belt Loading i.̂ lllcatlon 
Low .. ~. lutn I-'«rst. Sec one1 
alt 
Spet̂  1 
lb f.p.ff. 
Operator 1 xie.3 107,9 1ZV.6 107 . 5 96.2 100.6 11.. ,7 
&pi ri tor 2 99.0 96.4 101.3 96.7 95.1 96.0 99.4 
Ope r 8 t or ?> 97.6 94 .2 101.7 90.0 90." 89.6 102.2 
Operator 4 100.7 94 .7 109.4 91.? 93.5 93.7 101.7 
Belt 
2 
Operator 1 104.7 100.0 lib, 5 99.6 91.9 98.2 100.5 
Operator 2 j-J.l 10:-- .7 106.4 90.3 96.1 97.2 104.7 
Operator 3 93.9 bo. r 100.3 87,0 81.7 84.4 95.8 
Operator 4 96.5 107.9 113.4 103.9 92.0 104. e 101.3 
Oamâ e -Dens IV' 1 Low 
Operator ] 124,0 106.3 98.5 
Operator 2 107.6 98.2 91.3 
Ope ra t or 3 106,7 92.1 as .4 




Operator 1 123.6 96.6 39.6 
Operator 2 100.1 96.7 101.9 
Operator 3 97.1 90.1 63.3 
Operator 4 110.4 100.3 93.2 
Felt Sper.d 1 15 f.p.m. 
Heplicat:on l 104.8 93.5 92.5 
Hepllce tion 2 117.1 101.8 95.2 
Bait Spc-ed 2 SQ f.p.m. 
Mepllcat iun i 108.? 93.2 86.7 
Replication 2 110.3 101.1 95.1 
Grand Average - 96,2 Pickoute. per Minute — - Interaction Sot Significant 
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bel t speed, be l t loading, and rep l i ca t ions . Examination of 
Table 3 shows that the ef fects of the belt speed and be l t 
loading depended upon the rep l i ca t i on . Dashes i n th is table 
indicate that the interact ion was not s ign i f i can t . Although 
the bel t speed did not appear as a s ign i f i cant main ef fect , 
and did not interact with the bel t loading as a f i r s t order 
in teract ion, the bel t speed and bel t loading in combination 
affected the picking rate d i f ferent ly i n the two rep l i ca ­
t ions . This inconsistency indicates that th is factor needs 
addit ional study to determine whether th is was due to random 
var ia t ion between repl icat ions or to systematic increments 
at t r ibutable to learn ing. 
Per Cent Good in the Pickouts 
An estimate of each of the operator 's s t a b i l i t y was 
made for the per cent good i n the pickouts i n the same manner 
that i t was made fo r the to ta l pickouts. These estimates, 
as shown i n the fol lowing tab le , indicate that there was a 
marked di f ference in the operators' v a r i a b i l i t y between 
rep l i ca t ions : 
Root Mean Square 
Operator Estimate of Va r i ab i l i t y 





Therefore, the analys is of the per cent good In the pickouts 
was separated into three par ts ; operators two and three were 
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included in the same analys is while operators one and four 
were analyzed separately. The factors that were found to 
s ign i f i can t l y af fect the per cent good in the pickouts are 
given i n Table 4 . The dashes i n Table 4 indicate that the 
factor was not s ign i f i can t . Crosses indicate that the factor 
was not present i n the ana l ys i s . 
Consideration of the main effects and interact ions 
that affected operator four indicated that operator four was 
very unstable i n her performance even though in both picking 
rate and per cent good i n the pickouts her l eve l of per­
formance was very near the grand average (See Tables 2 and 5 ) . 
Therefore, conclusions drawn concerning the per cent good i n 
the pickouts are not based upon data obtained from operator 
four. I t i s interest ing to note, though, the number of 
things that af fected her performance. 
Main Effects (See Tables 4 and 5) 
The dashes in Table 5 indicate that the factor was not 
s ign i f i can t . 
Operators.--Operators two and three were s i gn i f i can t l y d i f ­
ferent in the i r performance. 
Methods•—Only operators two and three were s ign i f i can t l y 
affected by a methods change. For these two operators, a 
change from the " r o l l " to the "p ick and throw" method i n ­
creased the per cent good i n the pickouts by 38.7 per cent 
of the grand average. I t would seem that with th is amount 
of improvement between the methods, operators one and four 
Table 4 . S ign i f icant Factors Affecting the Per Cent Good I n the Pickouts 
Source of 
Variance 













0 X X 1 4971 * * X X 
M 1 837 * * - -
P - - 1 190 * * 
3 - - 1 1266 * * 1 882 * * 
D 1 54.01** 1 1022 * * 1 68 * * 
L 2 9 .70* 2 841 ,5* * £ 248.5** R - - 1 323 * * 1 1,496 * * 
OxM X X 1 1127 * * X X 
OxD X X 1 241 * X X 
OxR X X 1 198 * X X 
i.lxF 1 11.04* - - - -
MxR - - - - 1 39 * * 
PxS - - - - 1 25 * * 
SxD - - - - 1 79 * * 
SxL - 2 400 * 5* * 2 1 0 7 . 5 * * 
SxR - - - - 1 244 * * 
DxL - - - 2 44 * * 
LxR - - - 2 18 * 
HxPxD 1 10.30* - - - -
MxPxL - - - 2 20. 5* 
MxPxR 1 20.39** - - - -
MxSxR - - - 1 33 * * 
MxDxl - - - 2 30 * 
PxBxR - - - - 1 422 -""il­
SxDxL - - - - 2 l s . 5* 
SxDxR - - 1 55 * * 
SxLxR 
. • • _ - - - 2 170 * * 

















DxLxR - - - - 2 94 ## 
Residual 58 1.34 106 22.4 38 2.4 
Total 95 165.54 191 12 ,741 ,5 95 4,395.5 
#* S ign i f icant at the 0.001 l e v e l , 
ft S igni f icant at the 0.01 l e v e l . 
X Factor Not Present in the Data Analysed. 
Factor Not S ign i f i can t . 
t*»l* 5. Slf-i f lenr t Kain Effncta and Firat Crdar I a* era C t: cia 
'•xprnaaf- *a a Par C*nt of tl-« Gran^ *v.*r«pn - p<»r 
Crttst rjoo In tftn Plckouta 
t'a 8 t or- Q p a r a t or Poa H I on K flthod frw •. -Innalty !fit Loadln 6 It Spoet} HepU«»l i .:. 
3 Ida oil flclt in̂  Tnrow Low Ridk Urn RadlUK a i,'j> : I rat Sac end 
Opir-*U:r 1 17,0 - — .... .... 10.0 :73. j 11.3 1( .5 21.1 ^ , .... 
Kiln LTtecti 
Oportiti-ira 2 * '.' .... .... lie.s 157.S 116.4 101*7 14/. S 1 --.s il4 .0 161.C 149.8 i25.e 
Op- rat or 4 137.4 i-4.3 120.4 ' '. 11 ft.2 77.5 122.4 122.1 !.'.3 13. .; 145.C" 70.? 
******* .... .... .... - — 76. ' yS.4 6;.5 »,8 .... .... .... 
1 nt* rii 1 I tmi 
Or s rat or 1 Position 1 - Slda - — LI .5 
1 • 6 .... .... .... .... 
Position 2 - :-n.-, 12.0 ie.5 .... .... .... .... .... .... • j • 
'Tornto.- .... 143.! 22G .7 1 2 216.7 .... .... .... - . .... If'.C Iflg.J 
split irac * 1 ons 
Opera t ..rs 
2 flt 3 
.... -3.6 B7 .6 •'9.7 101.7 .... .... .... 11£ .1 ?;).." 
Sp<--i- i 1 - Low — _ .... .... - — .... 9.;.e 122 £ 12_.l i • ' .... .... 
Sp*ad 2 - :!t,.t. — - .... .... — - iOi'.C 16 5.0 21G.2 .... — -
Spa«d 1 - I>j* — - n.o 97.6 .... .... 79.» 7o.7 48.0 7b.1 111.7 .... 101.1 fa 7 .4 
SpH*d - U^l — - 1J7.7 1.-S3.2 .... 119.2 151.7 107.1 166.7 122.5 i:.f-.o 84.1 
Int tract lor.o 
Opwrator 4 
Damag* -jjlMfUi] 1 - Low — .... 64 .0 107.7 .... 
raiiafi* -Density 2 - — .... 90.9 13 V. 2 117.8 .... — - .... 
~ - . 
— .... .... isi .e lbj .3 .... 10 .: 165.0 ieo.? 
! <_•; I Ir 1.1 ! n '•• —- .... .... 7E..3 66.4 — - 4B.6 72.? 83. | .... .... - — 
Irand AVaraga - 10.8 Far Cant Good In the Ficiouts Factor op Interaction Hot an-nlf leant 
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would also show a dif ference when the method was changed. 
However, that was not the case. This Indicates that perhaps 
addit ional methods studies should be made. 
Belt Speed.—Operators two and three got fewer good objects 
in the pickouts at the low bel t speed (15 f . p .m. ) , than at 
the higher bel t speed (30 f .p .m. ) . As a group, operators 
two and three picked up 47 per cent more of the grand 
average good objects at the high bel t speed. An increase 
i n bel t speed caused any one object to be wi th in picking 
range fo r a shorter length of time. The decreased time 
avai lable fo r picking any one object might have caused 
these operators to compensate by picking up more objects at 
the time to make sure that the defective objects were r e ­
moved. 
Damage - Density.—The low damage - density l eve l was better 
for a l l operators than was the high l e v e l . Operator one 
picked up 13.9 per cent more of the grand average good objects 
at the high l e v e l , and operators two and three picked up 42.8 
per cent more. Such resu l t s might be expected i f operators 
t r ied to grasp more than one defective object at the time 
when the damage - density l eve l was high (more defective 
objects re la t ive to good objects) and consequently grasped 
one or more good objects with the defect ives. 
Belt Loadings.- -Al l of the operators had a lower per cent 
good in the pickouts at the low belt loading. As the bel t 
loading increased, the percentages of good in the pickouts 
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also increased. The to ta l increase from the low to the high 
belt loading was 9,8 per cent of the grand average for opera­
tor one. and 66.5 per cent of the grand average for operators 
two and three. This might occur i f operators grasped a good 
object along with a defective object when the number of ob­
jects per unit of area increased (as i t does when the belt 
loading increases) . 
Replications .--The performance of operator one did not change 
between rep l i ca t i ons . Operators two and three improved the i r 
qual i ty of picking by 24 per cent of the grand average. This 
reinforces the previous suggestion that learning took place 
between rep l icat ions since a l l of the operators increased 
the i r picking rate i n the second rep l i ca t i on . 
F i r s t Order Interact ions (See Tables 4 and 5) 
The dashes i n Table 5 indicate that the in teract ion 
was not s ign i f i can t . 
Operators and Methods.—Operators two and three reacted 
d i f fe rent ly when they changed methods . I n changing from the 
" r o l l " to the "p ick and throw" method, operator two picked 
up 83.5 per cent more good objects (grand average b a s i s ) , 
while operator three picked up 6.2 per cent fewer good ob­
jects (grand average b a s i s ) . This shows that perhaps the 
same method i s not best for a l l operators. 
Operators and Damage - Densities.—The low damage - density 
content was better fo r both operators two and three. 
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However, operator two picked up 63.5 per cent more good 
objects (grand average b a s i s ) , while operator three picked 
up only 22 per cent more good objects (grand average b a s i s ) , 
when the damage - density l eve l was ra ised to the high value. 
This again seems to be the resu l t of two di f ferent people re ­
act ing d i f fe rent ly to ident ica l condit ions. 
Operators and Replications.—Operators two and three showed 
dif ferent degrees of improvement i n the number of good objects 
picked up i n the second rep l i ca t i on . Operator two picked up 
5.3 per cent fewer of the grand average and operator three 
picked up 42.8 per cent fewer of the grand average In the 
second rep l i ca t i on . 
Methods and Posit ions.—Only operator one was affected by 
th is in terac t ion . When at the side of the be l t , operator one 
picked up 5.8 per cent more of the grand average by using the 
" r o l l " method but, when at the end of the be l t , she picked up 
6.5 per cent more of the grand average by using the "pick and 
throw" method. 
Belt Speeds and Belt Loadings.—At a belt speed of 15 f .p .m. , 
the picking qual i ty for operators two and three declined as 
the bel t loading was increased. However, a minimum was 
reached at the medium bel t loading. At 30 f .p .m. , the pick­
ing qual i ty of operators two and three continued to decl ine 
as the bel t loading was Increased. This Interact ion was not 
s ign i f i cant for operator one. An explanation of th is effect 
might be found from the resu l t s of a sui tably designed 
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c l a s s i c a l experiment involving bel t speed and belt loading. 
Second Order Interact ions (See Tables 4 and 6) 
Dashes in Table 6 indicate that the interact ion was 
not s ign i f i can t . 
Methods, Posit ions and Damage - Densities.—When operator 
one used the " r o l l " method, her picking qual i ty decreased 
more with an increase I n damage - density when she was at 
the s ide of the be l t . When she used the "pick and throw" 
method, her picking qual i ty decreased more with an increase 
i n damage - density when she was at the end of the b e l t . 
For operators two and three, th is in teract ion did not ex i s t . 
Methods, Posit ions and Repl ica t ions.—In the f i r s t r e p l i c a ­
t ions , when operator one used the " r o l l " method the posi t ion 
at the end of the belt produced better resu l t s than did the 
side pos i t ion . When she used the "pick and throw" method, 
i n the f i r s t rep l i ca t ion , the side of the bel t was better 
than was the end. 
I n the second rep l i ca t i on , when operator one used the 
" r o l l " method, the end of the belt was again better than the 
s ide, however, when she used the "p ick and throw" method i n 
the second rep l i ca t ion the side of the belt was s t i l l better 
thougft not by as large an amount as i t was i n the f i r s t 
rep l i ca t i on . For a l l the other operators, th i s in teract ion 
did not ex i s t . 
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Summary of Results 
Generalization of the resu l t s must necessar i ly be 
l imi ted by the conditions of the experiment. The l imi tat ions 
that are considered most severe a re : 
1. The use of only four operators. 
2 . Belt speeds were l imi ted to 15 and 30 f .p .m. 
3 . The lowest be l t loading was 3 3 . 3 per cent density. 
4 . The runs were of only two minutes duration. 
5. The incomplete randomization of bel t speeds, belt 
loadings, and damage - dens i t ies . 
6. The use of only two rep l i ca t i ons . 
The more sa l ient points noted i n the resu l t s a re : 
1. That a l l of the independent var iables that were 
investigated had an effect on both the picking ra te and the 
per cent good in the pickouts either as a main effect or 
in teract ion. 
2 . That an increasing bel t loading had an adverse 
effect on both the picking rate and the per cent good i n 
the pickouts. 
5 . That an increasing damage - density content had 
an adverse effect on both the picking rate and the per cent 
good i n the pickouts. However, the true effect of the 
damage - density content i s probably confounded with the 
belt loading. Reference to the def in i t ions and leve ls of 
the var iables i n Chapter IV shows that a change i n damage -
density was always accompanied by a change i n bel t loading 
which was due to the def in i t ion given belt loading. 
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4 . That the "pick and throw" method was better than 
the " r o l l " method, although i t s re la t i ve super ior i ty depended 
on the operator f s posi t ion at the b e l t . The increase i n 
picking rate due to the use of the "p ick and throw" method 
was greater when the operator was at the side of the belt 
than when she was at the end. For two of the operators, the 
method had no effect on the per cent good I n the pickouts, 
although the other two operators picked up more good objects 
while using the "pick and throw" method. 
5. That although the belt speed did not appear as a 
s ign i f icant main effect on the picking rate, as i t increased 
i t had an adverse effect on the per cent good i n the pickouts. 
6. That with a f ixed damage - density, the picking 
rate was influenced by the belt speed. 
7 . That the best combination of factors af fect ing 
operators' performance was: 
With th is combination of factors a comparison by operator 
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Belt Loading 
"p ick and throw1 
Side of belt 




Operator Per Cent of the Grand Average 
Per Cent Good i n the Pickouts 
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Pickouts z 10.8) 



















The average performance of a l l the operators when picking 
with th is combination of factors was 121.0 per cent of the 
grand average picking rate and only 56.7 per cent of the 
grand average of the per cent good I n the pickouts. 
8. That there was an increase i n prof ic iency which 
var ied from one operator to another, i n both picking rate 
and qual i ty of picking as the experiment progressed. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Any conclusions that may be drawn from th is study 
are subject to the fol lowing l im i ta t ions : 
1. Only four operators were used. The method of 
select ion and the assumption that they were f i xed l e v e l 
var iables precludes the drawing of broad in fe ren t ia l con­
c lus ions . I t i s reasonable to assume, however, that they 
are representative of t ra ined Indus t r i a l workers performing 
the job involved i n th is study. 
2 . The bel t speeds were l imi ted to the small range 
of 15 f .p.m. to 30 f .p.m. 
3 . The lowest bel t loading that was investigated 
was 33 .3 per cent densi ty. 
4 . The runs lasted only two minutes each. 
5 . There was an increment i n prof ic iency between 
runs ordered i n time that might cause estimates of in ter ­
act ions Involv ing those var iables not completely randomized 
(belt speed, be l t loading, damage - density, and rep l i ca t ions) 
to be erroneously s i gn i f i can t . 
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6, Only two rep l icat ions were used. 
Within these l im i ta t ions , the fol lowing conclusions 
may be drawn: 
Conclus ions.- -
1. That the operators demonstrated s t a t i s t i c a l l y 
s ign i f icant dif ferences i n the i r picking ra tes . The mean 
picking rates for a l l tests used i n th is experiment were: 
Operator Mean Picking Rate 
1 103.1 pickouts per minute 
2 95.5 11 " " 
3 89.5 tt " " 
4 96.6 " * n 
2 . That the operators d i f fe r s ign i f i can t l y i n the 
per cent of good objects that they put i n the pickouts. 
The mean per cent of good objects placed i n the pickouts for 
a l l tests used i n th is experiment were: 





3 . That a comparison of the picking rates and per 
cent good objects i n the pickouts at the di f ferent be l t 
loadings were: 
Belt Loading Mean Picking Rate Mean Per Cent Good 
(pickouts per minute) i n the Pickouts 
Low 106.1 6.9 
Medium 93.5 10.2 
High 88.9 11.2 
These data show that the use of lower bel t loadings w i l l r e ­
su l t i n more favorable picking rates and a smaller per cent 
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of good objects In the pickouts than w i l l the use of higher 
belt loadings• 
4 . That the "pick and throw" method i s superior to 
the " r o l l " method. I t resu l ts i n an increased picking ra te , 
and l i t t l e , i f any, decrease i n qua l i ty of p ick ing. Use of 
the "p ick and throw" method resul ted i n an average picking 
rate of 100.0 pickouts per minute, whi le the use of the 
" r o l l " method resul ted i n a picking rate of only 92.1 p ick­
outs per minute, a dif ference of 7.9 pickouts per minute. 
5. That an increasing bel t speed w i l l adversely 
affect the per cent of good objects i n the pickouts. The 
effect of belt speed on the picking rate i s a function of 
the damage - density of the objects on the be l t . The per 
cent of good objects i n the pickouts increased from 8.7 to 
12.9 when the belt speed was Increased from 15 to 30 f .p .m. , 
an increase of 4.2 per cent. 
6. That each of the var iables that were invest igated 
has an effect on both the picking rate and on the per cent of 
good objects i n the pickouts, ei ther as a main ef fect , or i n 
in teract ion with one or more of the other va r iab les . 
7 . That there were s ign i f i cant interact ions between 
the operators and a l l other independent var iables invest igat­
ed i n th is study. These effects are very much smaller than 
the main e f fec ts . However, they indicate that complete 
optimization of qual i ty picking var iables for every operator 
in a plant i s neither possible nor p rac t i ca l , unless there 
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i s a choice i n assigning operators to work posit ions 
where the conditions are best sui ted to each ind iv idua l . 
Recommendations.—In view of the resu l t s of th is study, i t 
i s recommended that a further study of hand qual i ty picking 
be directed toward: 
! • The use of a larger number of operators selected 
at random. 
2 . The invest igat ion of lower bel t loadings. 
3 . Belt speeds both above and below the speeds I n ­
vestigated i n th is study. 
4 . Damage - density leve ls lower than the ones i n ­
vestigated i n th is study. 
5. The use of objects other than Great Northern 
beans. 
6. The use of runs of more than two minutes durat ion. 
7 . That operators selected for further study be given 
a longer fami l ia r i za t ion period before the data are co l lec ted. 
This might eliminate systematic increments i n performance as 
the experiment proceeds. This , i n turn, would remove some 
of the l imi tat ions placed on the Interpretat ion of in ter ­
actions . 
8 . That an invest igat ion be made to determine the 
effects of the d i rec t ion of belt t rave l when the operator 
i s picking from the s ide of the be l t . 
Comments. — I t I s always desirable that an experiment of th is 
type reveal some information that may be put to use i n 
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everyday operations. A plant operator may, af ter ca re fu l l y 
considering the l imi tat ions of th is experiment, choose to 
use the resu l ts as a guide to h i s operations for hand qual i ty 
picking small objects. 
Appl icat ion of the resu l ts would depend, of course, 
on the conditions found i n the plant i n quest ion. Assume 
that a plant superintendent of a factory processing farmers 1 
stock peanuts desired to improve h i s qua l i ty picking opera­
t i on . The qual i ty of h i s raw material would vary between 
cer ta in l im i t s , insofar as the damage content of the peanuts 
i s concerned. I f i t were possible for him to determine the 
damage l eve l of the peanuts as they reach the picking be l t , 
he would probably take the fol lowing steps: 
1. Require that a l l of the operators use the "p ick 
and throw" methods. 
2 . Arrange to have a l l of the operators pick at the 
side of the be l t . 
3 . Operate the picking bel t with a low belt loading. 
When the conditions outl ined above have been met, 
var ia t ion i n the flow rate of peanuts may be obtained by r e ­
gulation of the bel t speed. The incoming qual i ty l eve l of 
the peanuts together with the required outgoing qual i ty 
l eve l and the volume of production required of the plant w i l l 
determine both the bel t speed and the number of workers to 
be assigned to each picking be l t . 
I f the plant bought shel led peanuts with known damage 
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content, then the belt speeds and sett ings for the feed con 
t r o l could be scheduled i n advance for each lot of peanuts 
that were to be picked. Even i f the damage content of the 
peanuts was unknown, the use of the "pick and throw" method 
by operators stationed at the side of the bel t would pro­
bably improve both the qual i ty of picking and the volume 
of peanuts through the plant . 
APFEHDIX I 
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CONSTRUCTION AND CALIBRATION OP THE APPARATUS, 
AND PREPARATION OF THE OBJECT LOTS 
Picking Table 
The picking table was made of four component par ts : 
the frame, bel t c a r r i e r , hopper and feed contro l , and dr ive . 
Frame .--The frame does not af fect the operation of the table 
but merely supplies a support for i t . Galvanized i ron pipe 
was used for i t s construct ion, the deta i ls of which may be 
seen i n Figure 1. 
Belt Car r ie r . - -The bel t ca r r ie r ac tua l ly forms the picking 
table ( F i g . 1 ) . I t was made using 2" x 8" dressed lumber 
for the sides which form the main support for the tab le . 
Spacers of 2" x 4" lumber were used between the s ide pieces 
to give the table r i g i d i t y and a lso to provide a base for 
the picking sur face. Four threaded s tee l bol ts were run 
through the s ides extending the width of the table to give 
added support and to keep v ibra t ion from loosening the 
tab le . 
On top of the 2n x 4" main supports was placed a tr" 
sheet of plywood that was 13 3 /4" wide. This sheet of p ly­
wood was nai led securely to the main supports with f i n i sh ing 
n a i l s . Because the belt must form the work surface while i t 
i s i n contact with the plywood sheet, n a i l heads were counter­
sunk to keep them from in ter fer ing with the be l t . 
Page missing from thesis 
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Two pul leys were turned from wood to approximately 
6" diameter. Shafts were placed I n each pul ley by d r i l l i n g 
a hole through the pul ley axis and dr iv ing a piece of | r " 
cold ro l l ed s tee l rod through the ho le . Then, one pul ley 
had two holes d r i l l e d r ad i a l l y to the shaf t . Holes were 
d r i l l e d i n the shaft to a l i gn with the holes i n the pul ley 
and a n a i l was driven through the hole in the shaft and into 
the pul ley to further secure the shaft to the pu l ley . This 
pul ley was used as the dr ive pu l ley . Journal bearings were 
bolted to the sides of the car r ie r to receive the shaf ts . 
A 15-g-' by 12" two ply p las t i c coated, green, endless 
belt was used.-'- This type of belt was selected fo r two 
reasons. F i r s t , the color was ava i lab le commercially In 
normal trade channels and would not be as hard on the 
operator's eyes as would a white b e l t . Second, a break I n 
the belt might have some effect on the picking rate that 
would not be the same fo r the di f ferent belt speeds. 
Receptacles for the objects that had been picked out 
were fabr icated from galvanized i ron ( F i g . 3 ) . These con­
tainers were 22" long and had the back extended up and bent 
over to provide a backstop for objects being pitched off 
the b e l t . The tops of the backs were 4 j " from the working 
surface when the containers were i n pos i t ion . By cutt ing a 
i 
^This type of be l t i s manufactured by the Buffalo 
Weaving and Bel t ing Co. , Buffalo, N. Y . , under the trade 
name of "P las tex . " 
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groove i n the side pieces of the ca r r i e r , I t was possible 
to s l i de the container to any posi t ion along the be l t . A 
t i n ba f f le was placed at the end of the belt to deflect the 
objects into a box as they came off the be l t and to provide 
a support for the container when the operator was stationed 
at the end of the b e l t . When the container was at the end 
of the be l t , i t extended the same distance above the belt 
surface as i t did when at the s ide pos i t ion . 
Hopper and Feed Control.—A hopper, with a feed control as 
an in tegra l part , was made for the objects from galvanised 
sheet i ron ( F i g . 1 ) . To support the hopper, a frame (F ig . 2) 
of welded angle I ron was fastened to the sides of the belt 
ca r r i e r with wood screws. The hopper was supported by two 
in round s tee l bars that were inserted through holes d r i l l e d 
i n the sides of the hopper. Four stove bolts were placed in 
tapped holes in the frame to provide a means of ve r t i ca l 
posit ioning and leve l ing for the hopper. The stove bo l ts 
were turned down on the end to al low them to extend into 
holes that had been d r i l l e d r a d i a l l y through the s tee l rods 
and to provide a f l a t shoulder for the rods to rest upon 
(F ig . 2 ) . Lock nuts were put on the stove bol ts to secure 
them i n posi t ion after any necessary adjustment had been com­
pleted. For pos i t ive l a t e r a l adjustment of the hopper, four 
stove bo l ts were placed i n tapped holes that were d r i l l e d 
hor izonta l ly i n the frame. These stove bol ts extended 
through the frame to the sides of the hopper and were also 
Page missing from thesis 
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provided with lock nuts to hold them i n p lace. 
The front of the hopper, which was the side that 
was nearest the operator, was made one inch shorter at the 
bottom than the other sides and the back. This was done to 
allow room for the objects to feed onto the belt when the 
bottom of the hopper was less than the average minimum 
dimension of the objects from the be l t . A 12" paperhanger !s 
brush (F ig . 2) was bolted across the front of the hopper so 
that I t extended to a point that was even with the bottom 
of the hopper. Two small stove bol ts had been secured i n 
holes I n the brush handles so that the end of the bolts ex­
tended through the handles i n a d i rect ion away from the 
hopper. This brush served to give an even object flow onto 
the be l t . 
A gate was made of l / 8 " sheet aluminum with s lo ts 
provided to allow ve r t i ca l posit ioning along the brush 
(F ig . 3 ) . This gate was cal ibrated at a belt speed of 
15 f .p.m. Cal ibrat ion marks were made with a center punch. 
When ca l ib ra t ion was attempted at 30 f .p .m. , i t was found 
that the center punch marks were too large at the top to 
allow leg ib le ca l ib ra t ion marks to be made at th is belt 
speed without In ter fer ing with the marks previously made. 
Therefore, i t was necessary to make another gate of the 
same material to be used with a bel t speed of 30 f .p.m. 
The gates were secured to the brush handles by wing nuts 
on the stove bol ts that had been placed in the handle. 
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Drive-—A var iable speed, f l u i d coupled, drive of 3/4 H.F. 
capacity was used for the dr ive to allow the belt speed to 
be control led eas i l y and rapid ly (P ig. 1 ) . A | H.F, e lec t r i c 
motor furnished power to the dr ive through a "V" be l t . 
Objects 
Great Northern beans were selected as objects to be 
used i n the experiment. These beans are representat ive of 
many of the small objects that are hand qual i ty picked, 
such as coffee beans, shel led corn, and peanuts. They 
res i s t wear and decay wel l which i s Important since the 
objects had to be picked a great number of times. A 
quantity of these beans were dyed red to represent the de­
fec t ive objects that were to be picked out. Bean3 were 
picked at random from the ent ire l o t , weighed, and from a 
to ta l sample of 3445 beans, the average weight per bean was 
0.313 grams. Three lo ts were then prepared from the or ig ina l 
l o t , the dif ference I n each lot being i n the damage content. 
Damage leve ls were selected at 1.33 per cent, 2.0 per cent, 
and 4.0 per cent by weight. The per cent by number w i l l 
approach the per cent by weight when a large lot i s pre­
pared. The s izes of the prepared lo ts were large enough so 
that the per cent by number and the per cent by weight were, 
for p rac t i ca l purposes, the same. 
Cal ibrat ion of the Peed Control 
There i s no standard measure of density ava i l ab le . 
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Therefore, one hundred per cent density of objects on the 
belt was established by taking a section of belt one foot 
long and ten inches wide, placing beans on th is section of 
belt u n t i l i t was completely covered, with no beans rest ing 
on top of others, and then weighing the beans. This was re­
peated ten times, for a to ta l of eleven measurements. The 
arithmetic mean was 292.9 grams per 120 square Inches of 
belt surface with a standard deviation of 11 .7 grams. The 
standard error of the mean was then computed by: 
Standard Error = 11 .7 = 3 .5 grams. 
/ l i " ' 
This standard error v/hich was 1.3 per cent of the mean, was 
considered acceptable for th is purpose. 
With 100 per cent density defined, one gate was 
cal ibrated to give 3 3 . 3 , 66.6, 100.0, 133.3 and 200.0 per 
cent density at a belt speed of 15 feet per minute; the 
other gate was cal ibrated to give the same densi t ies at a 
belt speed of 30 feet per minute. The ca l ib ra t ion marks 
were not made on the gates u n t i l ten consecutive one foot 
sections of the belt gave densit ies within 1.3 per cent of 
the required dens i t ies . 
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APPENDIX I I 
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LEGEND FOR TABLE 7 . 
01 Operator 1 
02 Operator 2 
03 Operator 3 
04 -Operator 4 
Ml The " r o l l " method 
M2 The "pick and throw" method 
PX Posit ion at s ide or bel t 
P2 Posit ion at end of bel t 
L I Low belt loading 
L2 Medium bel t loading 
L3 High bel t loading 
Dl - - - -——--—Low damage — density 
D2 -High damage - density 
SI Belt speed of 15 f-p.m. 
S2 Belt speed of 30 f .p.m. 
Rl F i r s t rep l i ca t ion 
R2 Second rep l i ca t ion 
6 4 
Tabic 7. Cory of th^ Criminal rjata 
C 1 C 2 0 8 0 4 
M 1 . 2 in l , 2 K 1 U 2 V. 1 ft 2 
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SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 
Total Number of P ickouts.—In calcu lat ing the sums of 
squares, the fol lowing notations were used: 
Factor Number of Levels Subscript 
0 - Operator I i 
M - Method J 
P = Posit ion & k S g Belt Speed L 1 
D r Damage - Density M m 
L - Loading N n 
R Repl icat ion 0 o 
- 2 S 
Correction Term = IJKLMNO 
2 
("2888) _ 21,720 
384 
This term i s used to correct a l l the sums of squares and i s 
necessary because the deviations are from a mean value that 
i s not zero. I t I s the sum of the ind iv idual values -squared 
divided by the to ta l number of observations. The negative 
sign resu l t s from coding the data by subtracting 200 pick­
outs from each reading. 
Total SS = ^ - X 2 . . k l m n o - C.T. 
r 334,648 - 21,720 m 312,928 
This term i s the resu l t of squaring each Ind iv idual value, 
summing these squares and subtracting the correct ion term. 
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Main Ef fects .— 
S 2 . 
SS° - ~ S 1 - C.T. 
JKLMNO 
m (614) 2 ( -849) 2 + ( -2014) 2 - / - ( -659) 2 _ 2 1 > 7 2 0 
2x2x2x2x3x2 
- 5,562.514 _ 21,720 a 36,221 
96 
This term, when divided by i t s degrees of freedom, i s the 
mean square for the operator main e f fec t . 
F i r s t Order Interact ions.— 
« £ *8 & 2 ^ c.2 
S S O M = y s y i s i ,i s . j . C T 
KLMNO JKLMNO IKLMNO 
= (258) 2-f- ( 356 ) 2 V- ( -1220) 2 V- ( 5 7 1 ) 2 V- (-1516) 2«+-
2x2x2x3x2 
(" 6 9 8 )Vo (: G 8 9f + ( 5 Q ) 2 - 57,941 - 45,882 * 21,720 2x2x2x3x2 ' ' 9 
• 4.515.622 _ 5 7 ^ 9 4 ! „ 45,882 -f 21,720 = 11,972 
48 
This term, when divided by i t s degrees of freedom, i s the 
mean square for the f i r s t order in teract ion involv ing 
operators and methods. 
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Second Order Interact ions,— 
ssOMP .. i j k ° i jk.... _ y ° |j ik i . k . . . . 
= LMNO KLMNO JLMNO 
c;2 a 2 q 2 
jk . j k . . . . / i x r J .3 # 
ILMNO ' JKLMNO ^ IKLMNO ' 
^ s2 
. . k . . . . Q rp 
IJLMNO 
(222) 2 + (582) 2 «f ( 5 6 ) 2 ^ ( -26 ) 2 V- (-666)2~y- (294) 2 
2x2x3x2 
( -S54) 2 + ( 7 7 ) 2 ( - 7 2 5 ) 2 - / - ( - 297 ) 2 ( - 593 ) 2 / 
2x2x3x2 
( 4 0 1 ) 2 - ^ ( - 4 1 1 ) 2 - ^ ( -1Q) 2 + ( - 27S) 2 ^ ( 6 0 ) 2 
2x2x3x2 
- 94,075 - 62,167 - 48,330 57,941 + 45,882 22,295 -
21,720 
= 2,415,510 _ 94̂ 075 _ 62,167 - 48,330 + 57,941 +• 
45,882 V- 22,295 - 21,720 = 381 
This term, v/hen divided by i t s degrees of freedom, i s the 
mean square for the second order interact ion involv ing 
operators, methods and pos i t ions. 
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The same types of notations and calculat ions were 
used i n the analys is of the per cent good i n the pickouts. 
Since we are dealing with a l l Model I var iab les , the 
s igni f icance test appl ied i n a l l cases was the variance 
ra t io or F test where MS^ i s the mean square of the factor 





For example, to determine i f the two methods were s i g n i ­
f i can t l y di f ferent i n regard to the to ta l number of pickouts, 
the mean squares and the degrees of freedom of both the 
methods and res idua l must be known: 
Mean Squares Degrees of Freedom 
Method 24,162 1 
Residual 185 242 
For the two methods to be s ign i f i can t l y di f ferent at the 
0.01 s ign i f icance l e v e l , the fol lowing condit ion must 
ex i s t : 
(MS) M . F = methods ^ 6.65 
( M S ) res idua l 
F 3 24.162 = 130:> 6.63 
185 
Therefore the methods are s ign i f i can t l y di f ferent at the 
0.01 l eve l of confidence. 
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APPENDIX I I I 
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0 36,221 3 12,074** 
M 24,162 1 24,162** 
P 575 1 575 CO 1,034 1 1,034 
D 2,166 1 2,166** 
L 79,728 2 39, 864** 
R 17,200 1 17,200** 
OxM 11,972 3 3,991** 
OxP 3,651 3 1 ,217** 
OxS 14,035 3 4 ,678** 
OxD 4,644 3 1,548** 
OxL 16,014 6 2,669** 
OxR 4,262 3 1,421** 
MxP 1,873 1 1 ,873* MXS 3,432 1 3 ,432** 
MxD 79 1 79 
MxL 391 2 196 
MxR 3 1 3 
PxS 425 1 425 
PxD 83 1 83 
PxL 377 2 189 
PxR 16 1 16 
SxD 2,511 1 2,511-«-* 
SxL 378 2 139 
SxR 254 1 254 
DxL 1,072 2 536 
DxR 44 1 44 
LxR 376 2 188 
OxMxP 381 3 127 
OxMxS 424 
CO 141 
OxMxD 668 3 223 
OxMxL 1,310 6 218 
OxMxR 1,611 3 537 
OxPxS 1,587 3 529 
* * Signi f icant at the 0.001 l e v e l . 
* S igni f icant at the 0.01 l e v e l . 
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Table 8. Analysis of Variance of the Picking Rate 
Source of Sums of Degrees of Mean 
Variance Squares Freedom Squares 
OxPxD 282 3 94 
OxPxL 1,177 6 196 
OxPxR 720 3 240 
OxSxD 4,305 5 1 ,435** 
OxSxL 6,936 6 1,156** 
OxSxR 2,815 3 938* 
OxDxL 6,851 6 1,142** 
OxDxR 1,455 3 485 
OxLxR 3,048 6 508 
MxPxS 15 1 15 
MxPxD 59 1 59 
MxPxL 139 2 70 
MxPxR 45 1 45 
MxSxD 260 1 260 
MxSxL 362 2 181 
MxSxR 26 1 26 
MxDxL 1,146 2 573 
MxDxR 4 1 4 
MxLxR 131 2 66 
PxSxD 165 1 165 
PxSxL 135 2 68 
PxSxR 269 1 269 
PxDxL 87 2 44 
PxDxR 34 1 34 
PxLxR 24 2 12 
SxDxL 150 2 75 
SxDxR 140 1 140 
SxLxR 3,866 2 1,933** 
DxLxR 480 2 240 
Residual 44,843 242 185 
Total 312,928 383 134,777 
* * Signi f icant at the 0.001 l e v e l . 
* Signi f icant at the 0.01 l e v e l . 
(Continued) 
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Table 9. Analysis of Variance of the Per Cent 
Good i n the Pickouts for Operator 1. 
Source of Sums of Degrees of Mean 
Variance Squares Freedom Squares 
M 0.05 1 0.05 
P 3.38 1 3.38 
S 7.05 1 7.05 
D 54.01 1 54.01-** 
L 19.40 2 9.70* 
R 1.51 1 1.51 
MxP 11.04 1 11.04* 
MxS 1.49 1 1.49 
MxD 0.03 1 0.03 
MxL 0.27 2 0,14 
MxR 0.36 1 0.36 
PxS 4.16 1 4.16 
PxD 2.03 1 2.03 
PxL 0.44 2 0.22 
PxR 2.03 1 2.03 
SxD 0.03 1 0.03 
SxL 3.39 2 1.69 
SxR 3.36 1 3.36 
DxL 9.81 2 4.91 
DxR 0.15 I 0.15 
LxR 3.81 2 1.91 
MxPxS 0.00 1 0.00 
MxPxD 10.30 1 10 .30* 
MxPxL 8.76 2 4.38 
MxPxR 20.39 1 20.39-::-* 
MxSxD 0.18 1 0.18 
MxSxL 1.19 2 0.59 
MxSxR 0.19 1 0.19 
MxDxL 1.02 2 0.51 




PxSxD 8.18 1 8.18 
PxSxL 1.02 2 0.51 
PxSxR 1.52 1 1.52 
mm Signi f icant at the 0.001 l e v e l . 
* Signi f icant at the 0.01 l eve l -
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Table 9. Analysis of Variance of the Per Cent 
Good i n the Pickouts for Operator 1. 
Source of Sums of Degrees of Mean 
Variance Squares Freedom Squares 
PxDxL 0.27 2 0.14 
PxDxR 0,06 1 0.06 
PxLxR 5.02. 2 2.51 
SxDxL 1.65 2 0.83 
SxDxR 0.06 1 0.06 
SxLxR 7 .57 2 3.79 
DxLxR 0.40 2 0.20 
Residual 51.03 38 1.34 
Total 249.34 95 166.88 
m Signi f icant at the 0.001 l e v e l . 
# Signi f icant at the 0.01 l e v e l . 
(Continued) 
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Table 10 . Analysis of Variance of the Per Cent 
Good in the Pickouts for Operators 2 and 3 . 
Source of Suras of* Degrees of Mean 
Variance Squares Freedom Squares 
0 4,971 1 4,971 * * 
H 837 1 837 * * 
? 26 1 26 
S 1,266 1 1,266 *# 
D 1,022 1 1,022 *# 
L 1,683 
323 
2 841 .5* * 
R 1 323 * * 
OxM 1,127 1 1,127 * * 
OxP 1 1 1 
OxS 1 1 1 
OxD 241 1 241 * 
OxL 138 2 69 
OxR 198 1 198 m 
MxP 48 1 48 
MxS 53 1 53 
VXD 14 1 14 
MxL 14 2 7 
MxR 7 1 7 
PxS 11 1 11 
PxD 1 1 1 
PxL 25 2 12.5 
PxR 51 1 51 
SxD 95 1 95 
SxL 801 2 400.5** 
SxR 5 1 5 
DxL 45 2 22.5 
DxR 64 1 64 
LxR 125 2 62.5 
OxMxP 82 1 82 
OxMxS 28 1 28 
OxMxD 32 1 32 
OxMxL 25 2 12.5 
OxMxR 131 1 131 
* * Signi f icant at the 0.001 l e v e l . 
* Signi f icant at the 0.01 l e v e l . 
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Table 10 . Analysis of Variance of the Per Cent 
Good i n the Pickouts for Operators 2 and 3 . 
Source of Sums of Degrees of Mean 
Variance Squares Freedom Squares 
OxPxS 7 1 7 
OxPxD 3 1 3 
OxPxL 20 2 10 
OxPxR 3 1 3 
OxSxD 64 1 64 
OxSxL 99 2 49.5 
OxSxR 1 1 1 
OxDxL 79 2 39.5 
OxDxR 122 1 122 
OxLxR 79 2 39.5 
MxPxS 47 1 47 
MxPxD 21 1 21 
MxPxL 12 2 6 
MxPxR 7 1 7 
MxSxD 21 1 21 
MxSxL 48 2 24 
MxSxR 3 1 3 
MxDxL 34 2 17 
MxDxR 2 1 2 
MxLxR 10 2 5 
PxSxD 0 1 0 
PxSxL 17 2 8.5 
PxSxR 6 1 6 
PxDxL 11 2 5.5 
PxDxR 8 1 8 
PxLxR 2 2 1 
SxDxL 58 2 29 
SxDxR 16 1 16 
SxLxR 181 2 90.5 
DxLxR 45 2 22.5 
Residual 2,373 106 22.4 
Total 16,890 191 12,763.9 
*# Signi f icant at the 0.001 l e v e l . 
* Signi f icant at the 0.01 l e v e l . 
(Continued) 
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Table 11 . Analysis of Variance of the Per Cent 
Good i n the Pickouts for Operator 4 . 
Source of Sums of Degrees of Mean 
Variance Squares Freedom Squares 
I 2 1 2 
ha
 
190 1 190 * * 
s 882 1 882 
D 68 1 68 * * 
L 497 2 248.5** 
R 1,496 1 1,496 #* 
MxP 1 1 1 
MxS 2 1 2 
MxD 11 1 11 
MxL 7 2 3 .5 
MxR 39 1 39 * * 
PxS 25 1 25 * * 
FxD 16 1 16 
PxL 3 2 1.5 
PxR 6 1 6 
SxD 79 1 79 * * 
SxL 215 2 1 0 7 . 5 * * 
SxR 244 1 244 *tt 
DxL 88 2 44 * * 
DxR 3 1 3 
LxR 36 2 18 * 
MxPxS 5 1 5 
MxPxD 14 1 14 
MxPxL 41 2 20 .5* 
MxPxR 5 1 5 
MxSxD 6 1 6 
MxSxL 7 2 3 .5 
MxSxR 33 1 33 * * 
MxDxL 60 2 30 * 
MxDxR 10 1 10 
MxLxR 3 2 1.5 
«• Signi f icant at the 0.001 l e v e l . 
9 Signi f icant at the 0.01 l e v e l • 
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Table 1 1 . Analysis of Variance of the Per Cent 









PxSxD 8 1 8 
PxSxL 3 2 1.5 
PxSxR 2 1 2 
PxDxL 13 2 6.5 
PxDxR 422 1 422 «ft 
PxLxR 17 2 8.5 
SxDxL 25 2 12 . 5* 
SxDxR 55 1 55 ft* 
SxLxR 340 2 170 «V 
DxLxR 188 2 94 ## 
Residual 90 38 2.4 
Total 5,257 95 4,397.9 
«# Signi f icant at the 0.001 l e v e l . 
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